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1. Configuring Google Chrome (Latest Qualified Version)

This section contains the configurations for Google Chrome.

For details on latest version of the software qualified with Oracle FLEXCUBE, refer to the release certificate.

1.1 Clearing Cache

To clear cache, follow the steps given below:

1. Start Google Chrome. Click the Settings icon and choose ‘Clear browsing data…’
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2. Check the items to be cleared as shown above.

3. Click ‘Clear Browsing Data’ button.

1.2 Limitations

Once the user changes the branch, the title of the screen will be updated or refreshed only after double clicking the screen title. It is refreshed once the user tabs out from the browser window and tabs back in.

1.3 Browser Behaviour

On clicking List of Values (LOV) button in the application, the cursor is positioned after the ‘%’ symbol in the query field.